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Anyons are exotic quasiparticles with fractional charge that can emerge as fundamental excitations of
strongly interacting topological quantum phases of matter. Unlike ordinary fermions and bosons, they may
obey non-Abelian statistics—a property that would help realize fault-tolerant quantum computation. NonAbelian anyons have long been predicted to occur in the fractional quantum Hall (FQH) phases that form in
two-dimensional electron gases in the presence of a large magnetic field, such as the ν ¼ 5=2 FQH state.
However, direct experimental evidence of anyons and tests that can distinguish between Abelian and nonAbelian quantum ground states with such excitations have remained elusive. Here, we propose a new
experimental approach to directly visualize the structure of interacting electronic states of FQH states with
the STM. Our theoretical calculations show how spectroscopy mapping with the STM near individual
impurity defects can be used to image fractional statistics in FQH states, identifying unique signatures in
such measurements that can distinguish different proposed ground states. The presence of locally trapped
anyons should leave distinct signatures in STM spectroscopic maps, and enables a new approach to directly
detect—and perhaps ultimately manipulate—these exotic quasiparticles.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevX.8.011037
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Unlike spontaneous symmetry breaking, which is characterized by a local order parameter, detecting topological
order requires a “nonlocal” probe sensitive to the fractional
phases anyons accrue when they wind around each other
[1]. Detecting these phases would seem to require the
construction of an “anyon interferometer” in which one test
particle is controllably brought around another, as has been
proposed for fractional quantum Hall (FQH) systems [2–4].
But in fact, spectroscopy—even an atomically local one
like STM—is inherently nonlocal: accurately resolving
energies detects properties of quasiparticles separated by
long times. Previous proposals for topological spectroscopy include the tunneling conductance of FQH edge states
[5], the threshold behavior of neutron scattering in spin
liquids [6], and the structure of rf absorption lines of
trapped cold-atomic FQH droplets [7]. These experiments
could narrow down the nature of the topological order,
though they could not be used to image the presence of
individual anyons localized in the bulk.
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Until recently, STM in the bulk of a FQH state was largely
impractical, since the pristine two-dimensional electron
gases (2DEGs) required were only possible to realize in
quantum wells sandwiched deep between semiconductors
(though workarounds have been proposed [8,9]). The
observation of QH effects in graphene [10] and the surface
states of bismuth [11], where the 2DEG can be made
atomically close to the vacuum, removes this obstacle. In
these systems, STM has been able to detect the singleparticle quantization which gives rise to the integer quantum
Hall effect (IQHE), as well as interaction-induced exchange
gaps which result in quantum Hall ferromagnetism [12–15].
More relevant to our studies here, recent experiments have
found that when the samples contain very few defects (a
single defect within several magnetic lengths), STM can
directly probe the spatial structure of the Landau orbits, and
further use this capability to visualize when the ground state
breaks the symmetry of the underlying lattice [15]. In bilayer
graphene, a putative non-Abelian even-denominator state
is observed in suspended and encapsulated samples [16–18].
In the open-faced samples potentially amenable to STM a
plethora of robust FQH states are observed [19], though not
yet the even-denominator state. These advances make
examining the prospects for STM studies in the fractional
regime a timely topic.
What could STM spectroscopy and its ability to make
spatially resolved measurement reveal about the nature of
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topological excitations in the FQH effect? Assuming that
STM as a function of the bias E ¼ eV at a location r
measures the local density of states (LDOS), i.e., the
differential conductance ½ðdIÞ=dVðrÞ ∝ LDOSðeV; rÞ,
then in the bulk of a perfectly clean insulating QH system
such measurements should simply show a charging gap and
would be spatially featureless. Approaching the edges the
behavior of the spectra would change, where in contrast to
the bulk, tunneling spectra should show power-law energy
dependence Eg [5]. So naively, besides the potential for
edge spectroscopy one might expect that local STM
measurements would not be a useful tool to study anyons
in the bulk of a FQH phase.
The key insight, however, is to consider the FQH phases
when there is a single isolated impurity (e.g., a lattice defect
or a pinned charge) and examine the LDOS on the length
scale of the magnetic length surrounding this impurity. As
we demonstrate here, the LDOS develops spatial modulations near the impurity due to the rich spectrum of discrete
bound states. An electron injected by the STM splits into q
charge −e=q anyons, so the local STM spectrum should be
interpreted as the distinct energies at which q anyons can
be bound to the impurity [20]. Remarkably, we find that the
counting of the impurity bounded levels is sensitive to the
“fractional exclusion statistics” of anyons, which as first
considered by Haldane [7,21,22] interpolates between the
statistics of bosons and fermions. Using both model wave
function calculations and numerical exact diagonalization
studies, we find that the local spectrum can be a powerful
new method to detect underlying topological order in the
system, as different Abelian and non-Abelian phases have
their own distinct spectrum near the impurity. More
importantly, whether the impurity binds an anyon or not
also modifies the local spectrum, thereby making it possible
to use the STM as a true “anyon microscope” which can
detect anyons regardless of their electrical charge (see, for
example, Ref. [23] for a charge sensitive approach). We
explore how these ideas may be implemented in experiments on graphene by considering realistic Coulomb
interactions and impurities relevant to this system.
Hamiltonian and LDOS.—We begin with a description
of the FQH setup illustrated in Fig. 1. We consider a 2DEG
at a distance dg above a metallic gate in a quantizing
magnetic field B, as realized, for example, in a graphite on
boron-nitride on graphene heterostructure. Because of the
image charges induced by the gate [24,25], the Coulomb
interaction between electrons in the 2DEG is screened and
takes the form
1
1
V C ðrÞ ¼ − qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ ;
r
ð2d Þ2 þ r2

ð1Þ

g

which falls off as r−3 for r ≫ dg. In addition, we assume an
impurity with charge Z is located a distance di < dg

FIG. 1. Experimental setup. A metallic gate (bottom) is
separated by an insulating barrier of thickness dg from a
2DEG (top). An impurity of charge Z is located inside the
barrier at distance di from the 2DEG. Tuning the gate voltage V g
to enter into a quantum Hall state, STM spectroscopy is used to
measure the local density of states (LDOS), shown as a density
plot. The LDOS will reveal a discrete set of ringlike resonances
centered on the impurity, whose radius depends on the energy. By
counting the number of resonances of a given radius, it is argued
that the location and fractional exclusion statistics of the anyons
can be determined.

below the origin of the 2DEG, leading to a one-body
potential:
Z
Z
ﬃ − qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ :
UðrÞ ¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
2
di þ r
ð2dg − di Þ2 þ r2

ð2Þ

In the case of graphene devices, such impurities can arise
from substitutions in the boron nitride [26]. Below, we set
Z ¼ 1 and treat di as a tunable parameter.
In a strong perpendicular magnetic field B, the kinetic
energy is quenched and topological phases, such as
Laughlin [27] and composite fermion states [28], emerge
as ground states of V C at particular filling fractions
ν ¼ N=N ϕ , where N is the number of electrons and N ϕ
is the magnetic flux piercing the 2DEG. The states that
appear are insensitive to dg once dg ≫ lB , where lB ¼
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ℏ=eB is the magnetic length, so below, we fix dg ¼ 4lB .
We begin by ignoring any influence of the tip on the
measurement, where STM ½ðdIÞ=dV spectra at positive tip
bias relative to the sample is proportional to the occupied
LDOS:
X
LDOSðE ¼ eV; rÞ ¼
δðE − Ea Þjhajψ̂ðrÞjΩij2 : ð3Þ
a

Here, jΩi is the ground state, ψ̂ðrÞ is the electron
destruction operator, and jai runs over all excited states
with one less electron than Ω. The energy Ea of the excited
state is measured relative to the difference in work function
between the ground state of the sample and the tip, a point
we will return to. An analogous expression holds for the
unoccupied LDOS with ψ̂ → ψ̂ † . Because quantum Hall
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(a)

FIG. 2. The simulated occupied LDOSðE; r ¼ x; yÞ for the ν ¼ 1 IQHE and ν ¼ 1=3 Laughlin phase. The calculations assume a
dipolar Coulomb interaction [Eq. (1)] and charged impurity located below the origin [Eq. (2)]. Each image is at a fixed E annotated in the
lower left in units of meV at B ¼ 14 T, and a scale bar indicates lB ∼ 7 nm. Away from the displayed E, there is no DOS. The white arcs
denote the density maxima rm of the mth single-particle orbital. (a) For ν ¼ 1, each orbital lights up once while sweeping through the
energy, indicating there is a single hole excitation for each angular momentum m. The impurity has charge e and is situated at
di ¼ 3.1lB below the 2DEG. (b) For ν ¼ 1=3, the m ¼ 2 ring lights up twice, once at energy −30.77 meV, and once again at
−29.78 meV. This indicates there are multiple many-body excitations associated with removing an electron from orbital m, as a result of
strong correlations. The system contains N ϕ ¼ 24 flux quanta with impurity at di ¼ 2.7lB .

states are gapped, a finite bias is required before any
tunneling occurs.
The Hamiltonian is strongly interacting, so to compute
the LDOS exactly we must resort to numerical diagonalization of a finite number of electrons on a sphere, where
the bulk properties can be conveniently probed without
edge effects [29,30] (see Supplementary Materials [31]). In
Fig. 2, we show the resulting prediction for the occupied
LDOS near the impurity, both for the IQHE (ν ¼ 1) and the
Laughlin phase (ν ¼ 13). The LDOS reveals a discrete set of
ringlike features centered around the impurity whose radius
and intensity depends on the energy.
To understand the ring features in the LDOS, we turn to
the single-particle physics of the Landau level (LL). In
strong magnetic fields, the many-electron system can be
modeled in a restricted Hilbert space of the given LL [34].
In the lowest LL relevant to fillings ν ¼ 13 and 1, the singleelectron states on the plane (in the symmetric gauge) are
given by
2

2

ϕm ðrÞ ∝ rm eiϕm e−r =ð4lB Þ ;

m ¼ 0; 1; 2; …;

ð4Þ

where ðr; ϕÞ are polar coordinates. Notably, their p
density,
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
jϕm ðrÞj , is concentrated in rings of radii rm ¼ 2mlB
around the impurity. To good approximation, the
Hamiltonian of the 2DEG then consists of potentials
V C ðrÞ and UðrÞ projected into the many-body Hilbert
space of the lowest LL.
To compute the LDOS at energies small compared to the
cyclotron gap between LLs, the electron operator can be

P
expanded as ψ̂ðrÞ ¼ m ϕm ðrÞĉm , where ĉm removes an
electron from orbital m. If we further assume that the
impurity potential is rotationally symmetric on the scale of
lB , so that the angular momentum Lz ¼ ℏm is a good
quantum number, we can insert this expansion into Eq. (3)
to obtain
LDOSðE;rÞ ¼

X
δðE−Ea Þjϕma ðrÞj2 jhajcma jΩij2 ;

ð5Þ

a

where ℏma is the angular momentum of excited state a. The
rings that appear in the LDOS thus arise because each
excited state a contributes to the LDOS only around a ring
jϕma ðrÞj2 of radius rma .
The ring structures in the LDOS at high magnetic field
allows us to convert the real-space information into an
angular momentum m [35], so STM can be thought of as Lz
resolved (at least for low m—the inverse problem becomes
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ill-conditioned for large m, where the rm ¼ 2mlB
become too closely spaced compared with lB to accurately
assign). Thus, rather than plotting the LDOS in real space,
it is more compact to plot the intensity in the mth ring,
LDOSðE; mÞ ¼

X
δðE − Ea Þjhajĉm jΩij2 ;

ð6Þ

a

as shown in Fig. 3. It reveals a set of energies that disperse
with m.
IQHE.—This dispersion is easiest to understand at ν ¼ 1
[36], shown in Fig. 3(a). The ground state jΩi is a full LL,
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

FIG. 3. The orbital-resolved LDOSðE; mÞ for various states. In all cases a phenomenological width of 7 μeV was added to the data.
(a) The IQH state. There is one level for each m. (b) The ν ¼ 1=3 FQH state, with no anyons localized on the impurity. There are now
multiple energy levels for each m. The counting of the low-lying levels (i.e., the number of excitations at each m) is 1; 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; ….
States above the brightest band form a nonuniversal continuum. (c) The ν ¼ 5=2 Moore-Read state. The counting of the low-lying levels
is 1; 2; 3; 5; …. In order to break particle-hole symmetry, a small component of three-body interaction V 3b ¼ 0.1 was added to the
screened Coulomb Hamiltonian. The system contains N ϕ ¼ 25 flux quanta with impurity at di ¼ 2.3lB . (d) Same as (b) but in the
presence of a charge-e=3 anyon bound to the impurity. The counting of the low-lying levels is now 0; 1; 1; 2; 3; …. The system contains
N ϕ ¼ 24 flux quanta with impurity at di ¼ 2.8lB .

while the excited states a consist of a hole in orbital m ¼ a,
jai ¼ ca jΩi. The impurity potential decomposes into the
P
energies for occupying each orbital: Û ¼ ∞
m¼0 U m n̂m ,
where U m ∼ Uðrm Þ characterizes the radial falloff of the
impurity potential. Thus, the tunneling DOS into orbital m
is shifted down in energy by U m relative to the region far
from the impurity. There is one state per m; i.e., the
“counting” is 1; 1; 1; … (inter-LL excitations, which we
ignore, occur at a much higher energy).
STM experiments have already shown that such
impurity-induced shifts of the orbital levels near single
impurities can be resolved experimentally in the IQHE
case. In the case of a graphene on boron-nitride heterostructure, spectroscopic measurements near individual
impurity could resolve levels corresponding to m ¼ 0, 1,
2 orbitals of the N ¼ 0 LL, while higher m appeared as a
continuum [14]. In studies of Bi surface states at high
magnetic fields [15], atomic-sized impurities were found to
shift the Lz ¼ 0 orbital in each of the Nth LL (for both
electron and holelike LL), and could not only be detected in
energy-resolved experiments but also spatially mapped
with high resolution. The latter experiments demonstrate
that in samples with low defect density (less than one per
magnetic length), STM spectroscopic maps are capable of
resolving features such as those in Fig. 3(a).
Fractional phases.—We now examine how the structure
of the LDOS near impurities differs between integer and
fractional cases. The ν ¼ 13 case, Fig. 3(b), demonstrates
this difference by showing that rather than one state per m,
most of the m have multiple energies appearing in the
LDOS. Although some of these states belong to a highenergy continuum, there is also a band of discrete
low-energy levels whose number grows with angular
momentum m as 1; 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 7; …. This multiplicity is
a result of fractionalization. When an electron is removed
from the Laughlin state, the hole fractionalizes into three

independent charge e=3 quasiholes [27]. Because they
can have motion relative to each other, there are multiple
three-quasihole states of a given total angular momentum
ℏm. The quasiholes have a “topological interaction,” their
fractional statistics, which results in a 2π=3 Berry phase
whenever one winds around another. The fractional statistics change the angular momentum, and hence counting,
of the three-quasihole states. Note there is no “orthogonality catastrophe” in this situation, since almost the entirety
of the spectral weight lies in this discrete set of low-energy
states: while the lower-energy charge e=3 excitation is
orthogonal to the electron, the electron itself is readily
reconstructed from three of them [37].
More generally, in a FQH phase where the hole splits
into q charge e=q anyons, the orbitally resolved LDOS
reveals all the distinct eigenstates in which the q anyons
have total angular momentum ℏm. While we do not know
how to compute this counting in complete generality, for
many FQH states the observed sequence can be predicted
using “ðk; rÞ fractional exclusion statistics” [21,38], as
explained in Table I. The same insight was used to predict
the rf spectroscopy of small bosonic FQH droplets, which
also proved sensitive to the ðk; rÞ statistics [7]. All FQH
phases captured by one (or more) ðk; rÞ rule, including the
Laughlin and Zk Read-Rezayi sequences, have distinct
LDOS counting sequences. For example, the non-Abelian
Moore-Read state [39], whose LDOS we show in Fig. 3(c),
is predicted by Table I to have counting 1; 2; 3; 5; ….
The “k” of a ðk; rÞ state can be determined from the
counting of the first m ≤ k orbitals, and any state found to
have k > 1 is non-Abelian. In this sense the impurity
LDOS provides a “fingerprint” for identifying the underlying topological order. Note that this counting is not the
same as the counting of the edge excitations, though it is
closely related to the counting of the “particle entanglement
spectrum,” which has been used to numerically identify
FQH phases [40].
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TABLE I. Computing the LDOS counting of the Laughlin and
Moore-Read state. The low-energy states of many FQH phases
can be captured by their “root configuration,” which serves as a
representative cartoon of the many-body wave function. Each
root configuration represents a state jn0 ; n1 ; …i specifying the
electron occupation nm of orbital m. Here, every row is a root
configuration with the empty (filled) orbitals denoted by · (•)
symbols. The low-energy root configurations of a FQH phase
satisfy a “ðk; rÞ exclusion rule” [38]. The ν ¼ 1=3 Laughlin phase
satisfies the (1,3) rule: there is at most 1 particle in every 3
consecutive orbitals. The Moore-Read phase satisfies the (2,4)
rule: no more than 2 particles within 4 neighboring orbitals. In
each case, the ground state jΩi corresponds to the densest
configuration of particles obeying the exclusion rule. The lowenergy charge e states are enumerated by root configurations with
one less particle than jΩi whichP
still obey the ðk; rÞ rule. As the
angular momentum is Lz ¼ ℏ m mnm , we can compute the
angular momentum of the charge e states relative to the ground
state, which is denoted in the first column. The number of
possible configurations of a given angular momentum (1, 1, 2, 3,
etc. for the Laughlin and 1, 2, 3, 5, etc. for the Moore-Read) is the
counting of the LDOS. In the case of the 1=3 phase, the root
configuration in the presence of a trapped quasihole, je=3i, is
obtained by shifting Ω outwards by one.

We now discuss some variants of this result. From a
topological perspective, an electron and hole are equivalent.
Nevertheless, the unoccupied LDOS (which encodes
jhajĉ†m jΩij2 ) has a different counting than the occupied
side. While this counting cannot be computed from
the simplest version of the ðk; rÞ rule, for FQH states
belonging to the Jain sequence it can be predicted by
appealing to the composite fermion picture [28]. For ν ¼ 13,
our numerics agree with the predicted electron counting
0; 0; 0; 1; 1; 2; 3; 4; … in the lowest band of states, which is
shifted to larger m relative to the occupied side [31]. The
spectral weight of this band is small (∼10−3 ) but appears to
remain finite in the thermodynamic limit.
The difference between the occupied and unoccupied
LDOS could provide a valuable probe of the half-filled
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Landau level, where it has proved difficult to experimentally distinguish between the Pfaffian [39], anti-Pfaffian
[41,42], and particle-hole (PH) symmetric Pfaffian [43]
phases, as their simplest signatures, the Hall conductance
and quasiparticle charge, are identical, so more-involved
experiments such as the quasiparticle tunneling conductance are required [44]. These states are the leading
theoretical candidates for the half-filled plateaus of
GaAs [45] and bilayer graphene [16–18]. At half filling,
the system has an approximate PH symmetry which
relates filled and empty orbitals of the valence LL. The
occupied and unoccupied LDOS are related by PH
symmetry, so any difference between them at half filling
provides a sharp probe of PH-symmetry breaking. The
Pfaffian and anti-Pfaffian states are particle-hole conjugates of each other (and hence break PH), while the PH
Pfaffian is PH symmetric. If the counting of the LDOS on
the occupied and unoccupied side are found to be
identical, this is strong evidence for the PH Pfaffian
(whose counting has not been predicted). On the other
hand, the Pfaffian occupied counting (1; 2; 3; 5; …) will
differ from its unoccupied counting; while we are unable
to calculate the latter in full, earlier calculations [46–48]
suggest counting 1; 0; …. The anti-Pfaffian is analogous
but with the role of occupied and unoccupied reversed.
Thus, observing occupied counting 1; 2; … would be
strong evidence for the Pfaffian, and vise versa.
In the calculations thus far, the impurity was weak
enough that it did not trap a charge in the ground state.
However, at an electron density slightly away from the
center of the plateau, there will be a finite density of
quasiparticles pinned by the disorder. A quasiparticle
localized on the impurity will leave its imprint on the
allowed quasihole states injected by the STM, since they
experience a statistical interaction. In Fig. 3(d), we show
the ν ¼ 13 hole LDOS in the presence of a trapped e=3
quasihole. We find distinct counting 0; 1; 1; 2; 3; 5; 6; …, as
derived from ðk; rÞ statistics in Table I. Most strikingly,
there is a complete absence of tunneling from the m ¼ 0
orbital, providing a discrete signature of the fractionalized
quasiparticle which can be directly observed in STM. The
LDOS near the trapped quasiparticles of the Pfaffian phase
also prove to be distinct—for example, the Majorana-like
charge-e=4 quasihole has counting 1; 2; 3; 6; … [31]. Thus,
the LDOS can be used to image the anyon type localized to
each impurity.
Experimental considerations.—As described earlier,
STM experiments on the IQHE have already observed
how impurities can shift individual orbitals within a LL
[14,15], and hence they support our proposal for similar
STM experiments that can detect anyons and their statistics
in the FQH state. However, the previous experiments and
their extensions to the FQH state, for example, on highquality graphene devices, still raise several experimental
issues. We identify three potential experimental challenges
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that need to be addressed: (1) tip-induced band bending,
(2) charging and lifetime effects, and (3) tip-induced
screening of the electron-electron interactions that give
rise to FQH states.
Typically the work function of the STM tip is different
than that of the sample, and as a result there is an effective
electric field present in the junction beyond that due to the
tip-sample voltage bias. In the case of semiconducting
samples, this difference combined with poor dielectric
screening results in band bending underneath the tip.
Ideally, the experiments we propose here on states with
poor screening can be carried out with tips that have
a work function matching the sample: for graphene,
graphite or carbon coated tips, or perhaps transition metal
tips that have been in situ prepared with growth of a
graphene monolayer on their surface. So far, there has not
been substantial effort in engineering STM tips for this
purpose.
Alternatively, a 100–200-nm-long carbon nanotube can
be affixed to an otherwise blunt tip [49]. In this geometry,
the work function of the blunt tip can be locally compensated by the backgate in order to achieve the desired
electron filling within a large radius around the nanotube
tip—simple electrostatic calculations show that the band
bending at the sample can be reduced to a couple percent of
the work function mismatch [31]. The work function of the
nanotube may perhaps be further engineered via the
magnetic flux through the tip, which introduces a minigap
[50]. If nanotubes are chosen with a diameter comparable to
the magnetic length, it may even be possible to use the tip
itself as the impurity, with the m selectivity obtained
through B-dependent matching between rm and the radius
of the nanotube.
Another natural concern is whether charging effects
could complicate the proposed experiments, since we are
proposing tunneling into the localized states of a QH
insulator. Previous studies of impurity-shifted LL orbital
states in graphene and Bi [14,15] do not appear to suffer
from this problem, most likely because they are carried out
in the regime where the tunneling rates (with pico- or
nanoamp currents) are smaller than the inverse lifetime of
the localized states that are probed. In our proposal, we
would like the broadening to be large enough so that
charging is not an issue, but not too large to wash out the
fine structure in our spectrum. Since a nA tunneling current
corresponds to a 100 ps lifetime, while the features are split
on the order of 10 ps, this constraint should be possible to
satisfy experimentally. The constraint can be verified by
checking for linear response between the current and
tunneling matrix element, as done for Shiba bound states
of a superconductor [51]. An alternative spectroscopy,
using planar tunnel junctions, has also made progress in
circumventing charging issues [52–55]. However, while an
in-plane magnetic field can be used to provide momentum
resolution, it is unclear whether these spectral functions

encode any analog of the discrete, topological, counting
discussed here.
Finally, another potential concern is the strength of the
screening of the in-plane interactions within the 2D sample,
critical to forming the FQH state, by electrons in the tip. For
a nanotube on tip, the blunt tip is much farther from the
sample than lB (and the metallic backgate), so will not
significantly affect the screening. The nanotube may
contribute to screening somewhat, but it has low dimension
and density of states; it would be useful to model its effect
in future work [50].
In conclusion, we show that the structure of energy levels
in the LDOS near an impurity encodes a sequence of
integers which identifies the underlying FQH phase. When
anyonic particles are localized on the impurity, the
sequence changes in a unique way, making the LDOS a
real-space “image” of the location of anyons. This new
technique to study anyons can provide a new tool for
exploring their use in topological quantum computing. For
instance, it can be used to detect the presence of neutral
anyons, which is necessary for measuring the outcome of
non-Abelian braiding operations. While using STM spectroscopy to measure the LDOS in the FQH regime remains
an open challenge, recent advances in the fabrication of
graphene on boron-nitride heterostructures, and the successful application of STM to the IQHE, suggests this is a
challenge worth undertaking.
Our work also raises a number of theoretical questions.
For certain phases, such as the recently proposed PH
Pfaffian [43], we do not know how to compute the counting
of the LDOS, and we hope this work will motivate future
calculations. Furthermore, while the general mathematical
structure of braiding and statistics in anyon phases is well
understood, how this structure relates to fractional exclusion statistics—probed here through the dimension of the
several-anyon Hilbert space—is not. The relation between
exchange statistics and exclusion statistics was understood
for the simplest quantum Hall phases two decades ago, but
deserves renewed attention in light of our recent understanding of the interplay of symmetry and topological order
[56]. A full understanding of fractional exclusion statistics
would prove invaluable not just for predicting the LDOS,
but for spectroscopic probes of topological order more
generally.
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